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Annex 2 - Questions

Questionnaire for ropeway associations of countries with
normal or quasi normal frequentation during the 2020/21
winter season

General questions
1. How do your 2020/21 national skier-days compare to an
average season?
2. Did you experience clusters of contamination in ski resorts
during the 2020/2021 winter? If so, what size of cluster?
3. Were restaurants opened during the 2020/2021 winter? Were
restaurants on the ski resort itself opened?
4. Were hotels and accommodations open during the 2020/21
winter?
5. Were there any restrictions regarding mobility inside your
country, and inwards?
6. As a ropeway operator, did you have to request a special
COVID authorisation to operate during the 2020/2021 winter?
7. Did special COVID requirements apply to the selling process?
Mouth-and-nose covering
8. Was it mandatory to were a mask on ropeways? If so, from
what age onwards?

9. What type of mask was requested? Were « neck rings »
allowed?
10.
Who was in charge of checking wearing of masks ? Was
it the ropeway operator?
11.
Did the Covid mandatory constraints imply to hire
additional people in order to manage/check/enforce the client
covid protocol?
Distances in queues and on ropeways
12.
Was there a minimum distance to observe in queues for
ropeways?
13.
Could all ropeway operators run full capacity, or did they
have to reduce the capacity of some lifts?

Ski area capacity
14.
Any restrictions as to the number of persons allowed in
the ski area at the same time?
Cleaning/disinfection of ropeway vehicles
15.
Was it mandatory to clean vehicles at specified time
intervals?

